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1. Base your answer on the picture below.

A) Mona Lisa
B) The Last Supper
C) Virgin of the Rocks
D) Madonna Litta
E) St John the Baptist

What is the name of the above painting by
Leonard da Vinci

A) Diego Velazquez
B) Francisco Goya
C) Francisco de Zurbaran
D) Pablo Picasso
E) El Greco

2. The most well known Spanish painter of the late
sixteenth century was

A) study of the motives of those who have
rejected god

B) satire of chivalric romance about a religious
idealist

C) story about a tour through heaven and hell
D) tale about the danger of man ungoverned
E) defense of the existence of man and god

3. Which of the following best describes John
Milton’s Paradise Lost? A

A) Editorial B) Essay
C) Novel D) Play
E) Poetry

4. Michel de Montaigne was most well known for
his writings in what literary form?

A) Don Quixote
B) Gulliver’s Travels
C) Paradise Lost
D) Volpone
E) The Jew of Malta

5. Which early seventeenth century work satirized
chivalric romance work concerned a mentally
unstable religious idealist and a worldly peasant?

A) Ben Jonson
B) William Shakespeare
C) Francis Bacon
D) John Locke
E) Christopher Marlowe

6. All of the following figures are associated with
Elizabethan England EXCEPT

A) The Tempest
B) Hamlet
C) The Taming of the Shrew
D) Much Ado About Nothing
E) Doctor Faustus

7. All of the following are plays of William
Shakespeare EXCEPT

A) Leviathan
B) The Prince
C) Discourse on Method
D) Fear and Trembling
E) Encyclopedia

8. Thomas Hobbes’ masterpiece in which he argues
that man must be protected from himself is called



A) lands that had been idle since the Black
Death were cultivated

B) larger, more efficient farms formed in
England

C) peasants and laborers were converted to
serfs in Eastern Europe

D) the growth of trade and industry
E) domination of trade by the Dutch

9. All of the following were results of population
growth in Europe during the sixteenth century
EXCEPT

A) eggs B) bread
C) beans D) potatoes
E) rice

10. The food staple in Europe during the sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries was

A) more attention focused on the role of the
devil

B) the Reformation which made religion more
prominent

C) people needed an excuse when things went
badly

D) to punish non-conformists
E) to prosecute Jews who could not be

prosecuted under the inquisition

11. All of the following were reasons for
witch-hunting EXCEPT

A) poor rural peasants
B) educated Italian clergymen
C) Spanish and French merchants and artisans
D) English puritans
E) all parts of society

12. Witch-hunting was most commonly found
among

A) increased throughout the entire period
B) nearly doubled up to 1650 and then leveled

off
C) decreased until 1600 and then began

increasing
D) decreased during the whole period
E) increased during the first fifty years of the

sixteenth century and then sank

13. Which of the following statements best describe
the population growth in Europe from 1500 to
1700? The population

A) had very few consequences for the people
of Europe

B) were limited to Northern Europe
C) progressed on astronomy, but not math or

physics
D) were totally inaccurate until the

Enlightenment
E) mainly were conducted during the first half

of the seventeenth century

14. Although Scientific Revolution discoveries
made great progress in explaining the world,
they

A) France B) England
C) Portugal D) Spain
E) Scotland

15. Settlers from which country were most likely to
settle in the New World during the seventeenth
century?

A) allowing Roman Catholics free rights of
worship

B) purifying the Anglican church
C) setting the church under the authority of

the King
D) the publication of a new bible translation
E) forming the Treaty of Westphalia

16. During King James I's reign, the most
significant accomplishment was



A) gunpowder plot
B) Bloody Mary plot
C) dynamite plot
D) Tower of London plot
E) castle plot

17. A plot by Catholic extremists included Guy
Fawkes to blow up Parliament was known as the

A) Puritans B) Presbyterians
C) Separatists D) Episcopalians
E) Methodists

18. Those who wanted to reform the Anglican
church through more Protestant views in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were known
as

A) it represented a greater portion of society
B) it refused to tax land
C) England needed the money to go to war

while France did not
D) it was mostly centered in the capital
E) it was not split by religious differences

19. English Parliament helped avoid the rigid class
distinctions that appeared in France because

A) a belief in the free will of man
B) skepticism of ideas that can doubted
C) encouraging men to free themselves of

religion
D) existentialism in which man is on his own
E) positivism in which a benevolent God

grants salvation

20. Rene Descartes’ philosophy can best be
described as

A) Rene Descartes
B) Johannes Kepler
C) Nicolas Copernicus
D) Francis Bacon
E) Galileo

21. Which Scientific Renaissance thinker was
known for his statement “I think therefore I
am”?

A) calculus
B) analytic geometry
C) trigonometry
D) algebra
E) long division

22. Rene Descartes’ most important mathematical
discovery was

A) Empiricism B) Rationalism
C) Positivism D) Existentialism
E) Secularism

23. Francis Bacon was a member of what school of
belief?

A) all knowledge is the product of experience
B) man is in control of his own will
C) the end justifies the means
D) man can only find knowledge without

religion impeding him
E) knowledge is always subjective

24. Francis Bacon’s empiricism involved the belief
that

A) a heliocentric model of the universe
B) a prelude to the scientific method
C) a microscope to view small things
D) a new law of physics
E) calculus

25. Francis Bacon most importantly devised

A) refused to recant his beliefs
B) was burned at the stake
C) was eventually granted the right to teach

his views
D) was sentenced to house arrest for the

remainder of his life
E) was let free if he would not do it again

26. After Galileo was accused by the church of
heresy, he



A) believed in a heliocentric model
B) believed in a geocentric model
C) discovered that two bodies fall at the same

rate
D) used the telescope
E) was a protestant

27. Galileo’s views upset the church most because
he

A) Compass
B) Telescope
C) Sextant
D) Microscope
E) Mercury thermometer

28. Galileo was one of the first to use which new
invention?

A) used quantitative experiments
B) invented the telescope
C) postulated that the earth revolved around

the sun
D) discovered mars
E) was an atheist

29. Galileo is an important figure in the scientific
revolution because he

A) Johannes Kepler’s
B) Galileo’s
C) Nicolas Copernicus’s
D) Tycho Brahe’s
E) Aristotle’s

30. Whose three laws accurately predicted the
movements of planets?

A) there was millions of stars in the sky
B) the planets moved around the sun in

elliptical orbits
C) the sun was motionless
D) there were eight planets
E) comets passed at a regular interval

31. Johannes Kepler reworked Copernicus’ theory
to add that

A) the sun was the only star in the sky
B) everything revolved around the earth
C) the sky was unchanging
D) the earth was motionless
E) the planets were inhabitable

32. Tycho Brahe’s discovery of a new star and a
comet changed beliefs that

A) scientific law should be based in deductive
reasoning

B) scientific beliefs should be based on
systematic observation

C) scientific discoveries should be done from
nature

D) science is objective, not subjective
E) science is tied to math

33. Regarding the scientific method, what important
development of scientific methods did Tycho
Brahe make? He believed

A) sun revolved around the earth
B) stars revolved around the sun
C) the earth revolved around the sun
D) the sun was motionless
E) the planets were motionless

34. Unlike Copernicus, Tycho Brahe believed that
the

A) could not produce scientific evidence for
his views

B) contradicted the bible
C) was a Jew
D) had no university degree
E) had previously published disreputable

beliefs

35. Copernicus’ views were not initially widely
accepted because he

A) the earth and planets revolve around the
sun in circular orbits

B) the planets rotate around the sun, which
rotates around the earth

C) the earth is in the center of the universe
D) the earth is constantly rotating
E) stars rotate around the earth

36. Nicolas Copernicus suggested that


